You never gave up on Sean

Sean was a young man sleeping under the freeway in San Rafael before finding shelter at our Rotating Emergency Shelter Team (REST) program. After experiencing a difficult childhood, Sean did not have anyone encouraging his dreams. He hoped to someday work in the technology field but did not know how he was going to get there.

Sean came to the Society and enrolled in our new job stipend program. His confidence grew as he performed data entry work rapidly and efficiently. Sean’s outstanding job performance quickly earned him higher level responsibilities. This experience gave him a renewed belief in himself and he enrolled in computer programming classes at the College of Marin. Although he came to us alone and confused, you never gave up on Sean. Your kindness provided Sean with a rental deposit and move-in costs to secure a low-cost work/live loft in San Rafael. With this home office, he launched his own digital services business and now has so many business clients that he was able to graduate from our job stipend program. Thanks to you, Sean is now happily supporting himself, continuing his education, and dreaming about a future full of promise.

Will you help someone who, like Sean, is facing a crisis in Marin County today?